
 
 

Target 3 Fund, LLC* 
 
           FOURTH QUARTER 2013 

Target 3 Ended the Fourth Quarter at $87.2073/share 
         
                   For 2013: 
 
                                     Target 3:                                    +  4.42 %   
                                     S&P 500:                                   +32.18% 
                                     Mid-Cap Value Fund avg.:        +37.66%                     
  

You may obtain the current share price updated weekly (updated by Sat. 12:00 P.M. CST) from our 
website:  

 
On the Web: ChristensenCapital.net, User: T3investor, Pass: T3investor 
 

 
Results 
 
Target 3 underperformed this year.   Our investment in bigger companies was quite productive. Boeing, 
for example, was the best performing stock in the Dow Jones Industrial Average for 2013.  However, 
our investment in smaller companies canceled most of this out. Our holding in a small company in 
Mongolia was down meaningfully for the year.   Nevertheless,  I still see its potential and we continue 
to add shares in our Mongolian investment (see page 3).  
 
 
Looking Forward 
 
There are currently several long term imbalances in our financial system.  For one, our economy grew 
about 3% and the stock market was up 32%.  Stocks can only outrun the economy if they are cheap to 
begin with. The US stock market is no longer cheap.  One of the best long term forecasts (by Jeremy 
Grantham, founder of GMO) for stock prices over the next 7 years is an average annual return of 
-1.3%.   This forecast implies that the stock market in 7 years will be about 10% lower than it is today 
(this includes dividends). This 7 year forecast says nothing about what could happen in one year.  We 
will need to do something different than the mainstream to have positive returns in the future.  Which 
we have been doing, yet, this concept is still in the process of playing out.  
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Looking Back 
 
Below is a chart of Target 3’s  long term returns against the general stock market. The stock market did 
play some catch up during 2013.  Also, I realize that I don’t get paid for what happened in years past, 
something that I keep in mind daily.  
 

 
 
Market Forecasts 
 
Markets can get trapped in a closed feedback loop and feed off themselves.  This makes them hard to 
predict in the short run. It’s similar to measuring the human condition, something that has escaped 
philosophers for millennia. For example, the housing bubble started off logically and financially sound, 
namely, owner occupied home buyers with good credit. Feeding off itself, the housing market 
eventually moved to a destructive feedback loop i.e., speculators, leverage and buyers with bad credit. 
Well heeled businessmen with high IQ’s were reduced to kids in a candy shop in the process. I was 
about 2 years early seeing that something was not as it seemed in the housing market.  
 
 Two items are needed to fuel these closed feedback loops: 1) some type of broad, well publicized, asset 
class (like the housing market or tech stocks) that is rising in price plus 2) some form of easy liquidity.  
It appears that our stock market is currently caught in one of these closed feedback loops with the 
Federal Reserve supplying the liquidity.  You can only know for sure after the fact.   
 
Chuck Prince, then the CEO of Citicorp, said this at that the very peak of the housing bubble in 2007, 
“When the music stops, in terms of liquidity, things will be complicated. But as long as the music 
is playing, you’ve got to get up and dance. We’re still dancing.”  
 
Yep, things sure did get complicated.   
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Mongolia 
 
We continue to look favorably on our Mongolian investment.  This stock owns real estate in the heart of 
the capital of Mongolia, Ulan Bator.  I believe that this area of the world will continue to grow and 
prosper regardless of the slow growth facing the rest of the world.  The average Mongolian makes 
$4,600 per year and the average miner in Mexico makes $46,000 per year.  Mongolia is sitting on two 
trillion dollars in resources that will be mined. Incomes in Mongolia are going to go up in a big way 
over the next 10 years and the wealth of the nation will follow.  This wealth will be concentrated in the 
capital. 
 

 
 
Real estate in Mongolia’s capital has been rising. One example is the old core downtown Soviet style 
apartments which  over the last three years have gone up to the tune of:  65%,18%, and 15%.  
  
 
Bitcoin is Coming of Age 
 
We don’t have any finanical interest in bitcoin, but I find it interesting. Retailers are starting to accept 
this form of payment.  What is bitcoin?  Well, it is a made up digital currency. An unknown techie 
developed it.  The benefit of bitcoin is that no government or bank controls it, nor can a government 
print more of them or trace them. The transaction fees are about zero. Much less than what credit cards 
charge. Once all the bitcoins are “mined” there will be 21 million bitcoins in circulation. Bitcoins are 
“mined” by cracking the code for each coin.  If you crack the code you get a bitcoin.  You can also just 
use dollars to buy them from somebody else.  In the beginning bitcoin was used in the underworld, but 
just recently this currency appears to be going mainstream.  
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12/31/2013   

   
    

  
  

  
CURRENT HOLDINGS 

   
       Company Exch. Symbol Shares Current            Value          Percent 

    
Price 

 
        of Assets 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

       Aspen Technology NAS AZPN 20600 41.8 $861,080.00 6.0122% 
Boeing NYSE BA 6500 136.5 $887,185.00 6.1944% 
ProShares Ultra Nas Biotech NYSE BIB 1200 150.5 $180,588.00 1.2609% 
Berkshire Hathaway NYSE BRKb 8500 118.6 $1,007,760.00 7.0363% 
Dynasil Corp NAS DYSL 270046 1.16 $313,253.36 2.1872% 
Energold OTC EGDFF.PK 175000 1.57 $274,750.00 1.9183% 
Eastman Chemical Co. NYSE EMN 8670 80.7 $699,669.00 4.8852% 
SPDR Gold Shares NYSE GLD 2000 116.1 $232,240.00 1.6215% 
Johnson & Johnson NYSE JNJ 12850 91.59 $1,176,931.50 8.2175% 
Leucadia NYSE LUK 20000 28.34 $566,800.00 3.9575% 
Mongolia Growth Group Ltd. OTC MNGGF.PK 346300 2.23 $772,249.00 5.3919% 
Newmont Mining NYSE NEM 5800 23.03 $133,574.00 0.9326% 
NewLink Genetics Corp NAS NLNK 34000 22.01 $748,340.00 5.2250% 
Nam Tai Electronics NYSE NTE 80813 7.14 $577,004.82 4.0287% 
Scotts Company NYSE SMG 10100 62.22 $628,422.00 4.3877% 
Turquoise Hill Res. LTD NYSE TRQ 45000 3.3 $148,500.00 1.0368% 
Turquoise Hill Res. LTD Rights NYSE TRQ.RWI 45000 0.95 $42,750.00 0.30% 
Unilever NV NYSE UN 22645 40.23 $911,008.35 6.3608% 
YUM! Brands Inc. NYSE YUM 32000 75.61 $2,419,520.00 16.8934% 

       Immunotherapy Holdings Various Various     $528,463.00 3.6898% 

       
 

Cash............................... 
 

$1,220,594.10 8.5223% 

 
Securities......................... 

 
$13,110,088.03 

 
 

Accounts Payable………………………………….. -$8,380.00 -0.0585% 

     
---------------------------- 

 
 

Net Assets......................... 
 

$14,322,302.13 
 

       
 

Total Shares....................... 
 

164232.7998 
 

     
---------------------------- 

 
 

Share Price........................ 
 

87.207319 
  

 
 
The Bottom Line  
 
2014 should be an interesting year and quite possibly much different than 2013. Although I will be 
very surprised to see a meaningful pickup in the economy. There doesn’t appear to be enough capital 
spending to get the ball rolling.  One thing is for sure, printing money makes the stock market go up.  
That game appears to have run its course. We will know more during 2014 as the printing presses 
slow down.  We continue to look for good investment ideas. Ones which can do well, regardless of 
any heavy handed governmental economic policies.    
  
Thank you for your business. 
                  Regards, 
  
         _____________                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
         Jon Christensen 
 

Your money invested like my own, be assured we’re partners in every investment. 
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